
Web developer vacancy

MAG Ireland is seeking an experienced web developer to work with our existing team in a               

voluntary role.

About MAG Ireland:

MAG Ireland is primarily a riders representative organisation which aims to promote and            

protect motorcycling. It is a voluntary non-profit in existence for over 25 years and is run by a                 

team of volunteers who lend their professional expertise and outlook towards making MAG            

Ireland one of the leading riders organisations in Europe.

The candidate:

The ideal candidate will have 2+ years experience in developing and deploying web sites,             

preferably on the Wordpress CMS, or will be capable of demonstrating previous work on             

similar CMS platforms. The successful applicant will be responsible for the development of a             

national website and internet presence serving Ireland's motorcyclists.

Qualifications:

Relevant experience or diploma/degree or equivalent.

Skills:

Ideally the candidate will be able to demonstrate:

● 2+  years Software / Web Development.

● Solid working knowledge in HTML / CSS / Javascript.

● Experience with Wordpress or similar CMS.

● Experience with LAMP stack a distinct advantage.

● Excellent analytical and communication skills.

● Ability to display a high degree of professionalism in programming.

● Ability to work on own initiative and add value.

● Ability to produce/proof copy where required.
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The role:

The successful candidate will work closely with our existing team while retaining a high             

degree of autonomy and will be capable of leading the development of the site. The              

candidate will be responsible for delivering the next generation MAG Ireland offerings within            

a managed infrastructure which includes web site, social media, mobile apps and           

collaborative tools.

A background in motorcycling, while useful, is not essential. Position may suit a graduate or              

unemployed developer looking to enhance their portfolio with relevant and referenceable          

work. Ideally, the candidate will be Dublin based, or be able to attend meetings in Dublin at                

least once a month.

As with all MAG Ireland positions, this is a voluntary role and is not remunerated. A laptop is                 

provided, and the candidate will have the support and assistance of two IT professionals and              

a graphic designer.

Applications:

To apply, please e-mail a CV with cover letter to webmaster@magireland.org no later than             

Friday 12th April 2013. Applications will be treated in strictest confidence.
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